
Book  Reviews

,  THE  WARS  OF THE  ROSES,  by  Hubert Cole.  Published  (1973) by Book
Club Associates  by arrangement  with  Granada Publishing Ltd. 208  pages size
9§in. x  GIL-in. Publisher’s  Price  £2.65  (Club  Price  £1.95).

This  book forms part of  a series entitled  “  The  British  at War  ”  of which
Ludovic  Kennedy is the General Editor. Commencing with the Jack  Cade
Rebellion of  1450  the author,  a  former editor of the “ John Bull  ” magazine,
describes the rivalry and political intrigue that inevitably led to the outbreak
of hostilities at St. Albans in 1455, and he then proceeds to  give  an account of
the course of  events from  then until the Tudor victory at Bosworth Field  thirty
years later.

Whilst Mr.  Cole  does not appear to  have anything new to say about these
events  he has nevertheless succeeded in writing an account  that  is detailed yet
still lucid and of interest to the  general reader  and he is to be congratulated on
this  considerable achievement. His treatment of Richard of Gloucester is fair,
if cautious. He acknowledges his virtues and  talents, rejects  or ignores the
more  lurid crimes attributed to him, but accepts that he was ambitious,  ruthless
and  “  lacking the touch of humanity  that  could  have  won him devotion as well
as respect.” No  doubt  some  members will object to this last remark, but on
the whole  they should  find Mr. Cole’s general handling  of the events of  1483  to
1485 quite acceptable.

The format of the  book  is most pleasing. The  text  is supplemented by
maps and two genealogical  charts;  by numerous illustrations,  many  of them _
in colour and including  subjects  not often seen in other books on the period.
It is to be regretted, however,  that  the  book contains neither a  bibliography nor
sources for the many  quotations  included in the text. At either price it  offers
good  value  for  money.

HOWARD SHEARRING

FICTION  BOOK REVIEWS

THE  QUEEN’S SISTER  by Sandra  Wilson: Robert Hale £1.80, March,  1974.
This  novel  continues  the story of  Cicely,  second daughter of Edward IV,

begun in “ Less Fortunate than Fair,” from 1485  through the tragedy of her
doomed  love  for John of Gloucester to her eventual happiness in her forced
marriage to John,  Viscount  Welles.

CAROLYN HAMMOND

THE  LADY CICELY  by Sandra Wilson: Robert Hale,  £1.90, July,  1974.
This  is the final episode in the story of Cicely Plantagenet. Against the

background of the  Perkin  Warbeck uprising it tells of her despair at the  sudden
loss  of her once-hated but now much-beloved Lancastrian husband,  and of her
growing love  for the commoner Thomas  Kymbe,  whom she eventually marries,
defying convention  and Henry Tudor’s plans for her future.

CAROLYN HAMMOND
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Ciassified Advertisements

Classified  advertisements  can be  accepted  at 4p per word. It  would  be
appreciated if advertisers forwarded  remittances together with  copy to be  inserted
to the  Editor. Cheques  or  postal  orders should be crossed and made  payable
to the  Richard  III  Society.

Other advertisements can be accepted for publication in the  Ricardian  and
anyon‘e interested in  taking space—full, half  or quarter  page, should  contact  the
editor.

PHOTOGRAPHS, SLIDES, TAPE-RECORDINGS  on Richard III and the
period.  Latest  Additions  include full  coverage  of the NPG Exhibition and
Lectures. For detailed lists send 6p stamps to  :—Geoffrey Wheeler, 195
Gloucester  Place, London NW1  GBU.

GLOUCESTER GROUP PUBLICATIONS  are  pleased  to announce  that  re-
prints of  “  The Chronicles of the White  Rose  of  York ” will  shortly be available.
This  book  contains  a unique  collection of  contemporary accounts describing
the reigns of Edward IV and Richard III. For  a copy of our new price list
giving details of  this  title, other  Ricardian publications and the  1974/75
Greetings Cards send SAE to: The  Secretary, 57 Clarence Avenue, Cliftonville,
Mal-gate, Kent  CT9 3DR.
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